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FRÄULEIN SCHMIDT AND MR. ANSTRUTHER

I
Jena, Nov. 6th.
Dear Roger,--This is only to tell you that I love you, supposing you should have forgotten it by the time you get to
London. The letter will follow you by the train after the one you left by, and you will have it with your breakfast the day
after to-morrow. Then you will be eating the marmalade Jena could not produce, and you'll say, 'What a very indiscreet
young woman to write first.' But look at the Dear Roger, and you'll see I'm not so indiscreet after all. What could be
more sober? And you've no idea of all the nice things I could have put instead of that, only I wouldn't. It is a most
extraordinary thing that this time yesterday we were on the polite-conversation footing, you, in your beautiful new
German, carefully calling me _gnädiges Fräulein_ at every second breath, and I making appropriate answers to the Mr.
Anstruther who in one bewildering hour turned for me into Dear Roger. Did you always like me so much?--I mean, love
me so much? My spirit is rather unbendable as yet to the softness’s of these strange words, stiff for want of use, so
forgive a tendency to go round them. Don't you think it is very wonderful that you should have been here a whole year,
living with us, seeing me every day, practising your German on me--oh, wasn't I patient?--and never have shown the
least sign, that I could see, of thinking of me or of caring for me at all except as a dim sort of young lady who assisted her
step-mother in the work of properly mending and feeding you? And then an hour ago, just one hour by that absurd
cuckoo-clock here in this room where we said good-by, you suddenly turned into something marvellous, splendid, soulthrilling--well, into Dear Roger. It is so funny that I've been laughing, and so sweet that I've been crying. I'm so happy
that I can't help writing, though I do think it rather gushing--loathsome word--to write first. But then you strictly charged
me not to tell a soul yet, and how can I keep altogether quiet? You, then, my poor Roger, must be the one to listen. Do
you know what Jena looks like to-night? It is the most dazzling place in the world, radiant with promise, shining and
dancing with all sorts of little lovely lights that I know are only the lamps being lit in people's rooms down the street, but
that look to me extraordinarily like stars of hope come out, in defiance of nature and fog, to give me a glorious welcome.
You see, I'm new, and they know it. I'm not the Rose-Marie they've twinkled down on from the day I was born till tonight. She was a dull person: a mere ordinary, dull person, climbing doggedly up the rows of hours each day set before
her, doggedly doing certain things she was told were her daily duties, equally doggedly circumventing certain others,
and actually supposing she was happy. Happy? She was not. She was most wretched. She was blind and deaf. She was
asleep. She was only half a woman. What is the good or the beauty of anything, alive or dead, in the world, that has not
fulfilled its destiny? And I never saw that before. I never saw a great many things before. I am amazed at the
suddenness of my awaking. Love passed through this house today, this house that other people think is just the same
dull place it was yesterday, and behold--well, I won't grow magnificent, and it is what you do if you begin a sentence
with Behold. But really there's a splendor--oh well. And as for this room where you—where I--where we--well, I won't
grow sentimental either, though now I know, I who always scoffed at it, how fatally easy a thing it is to be. That is,
supposing one has had great provocation; and haven't I? Oh, haven't I?
I had got as far as that when your beloved Professor Martens came in, very much agitated because he had missed you at
the station, where he had been to give you a send-off. And what do you think he said? He said, why did I sit in this
dreary hole without a lamp, and why didn't I draw the curtains, and shut out the fog and drizzle. Fog and drizzle? It
really seemed too funny. Why, the whole sky is shining. And as for the dreary hole--gracious heavens, is it possible that
just being old made him not able to feel how the air of the room was still quivering with all you said to me, with all the
sweet, wonderful, precious things you said to me? The place was full of you. And there was your darling coffee-cup still
where you had put it down, and the very rug we stood on still all ruffled up.
'I think it's a glorious hole,' I couldn't help saying.
'_De gustibus_' said he indulgently; and he stretched himself in the easy-chair--the one you used to sit in--and said he
should miss young Anstruther.
'Shall you?' said I.
'Fräulein Rose-Marie,' said he solemnly, 'he was a most intelligent young man. Quite the most intelligent young man I
have ever had here.'
'Really?' said I, smiling all over my silly face.
And so of course you were, or how would you ever have found out that I--well, that I'm not wholly unlovable?
Yours quite, quite truly,
R.-M.

II
Jena, Nov. 7th.
Dear Roger,--You left on Tuesday night--that's yesterday--and you'll get to London on Thursday morning--that's
tomorrow--and first you'll want to wash yourself, and have breakfast--please notice my extreme reasonableness--and it
will be about eleven before you are able to begin to write to me. I shan't get the letter till Saturday, and today is only
Wednesday, so how can I stop myself from writing to you again, I should like to know? I simply can't. Besides, I want to
tell you all the heaps of important things I would have told you yesterday, if there had been time when you asked me in
that amazing sudden way if I'd marry you.
Do you know I'm poor? Of course you do. You couldn't have lived with us a year and not seen by the very sort of
puddings we have that we are poor. Do you think that anybody who can help it would have _dicker Reis_ three times a
week? And then if we were not, my step-mother would never bother to take in English young men who want to study
German; she would do quite different sorts of things, and we should have different sorts of puddings,--proud ones, with
_Schlagsahne_ on their tops--and two servants instead of one, and I would never have met you. Well, you know then
that we are poor; but I don't believe you know _how_ poor. When girls here marry, their parents give them, as a matterof-course, house-linen enough to last them all their lives, furniture enough to furnish all their house, clothes enough for
several generations, and so much a year besides. Then, greatly impoverished, they spend the evenings of their days
doing without things and congratulating themselves on having married off their daughter. The man need give only
himself.
You've heard that my own mother, who died ten years ago, was English?
Yes, I remember I told you that, when you were so much surprised at what you called, in politest German, my colossally
good English. From her I know that people in England do not buy their son-in-law's carpets and saucepans, but confine
their helpfulness to suggesting Maple. It is the husband, they think, who should, like the storks of the Fatherland,
prepare and beautify the nest for the wife. If the girl has money, so much the better; but if she has not, said my mother,
it doesn't put an absolute stop to her marrying.
Here, it does; and I belong here. My mother had some money, or my father would never have let himself fall in love with
her--I believe you can nip these things in the bud if you see the bud in time--and you know my father is not a mercenary
man; he only, like the rest of us, could not get away altogether from his bringing-up and the points of view he had been
made to stare from ever since he stared at all. It was a hundred a year (pounds, thank heaven, not marks), and it is all
we have except what he gets for his books, when he does get anything, which is never, and what my step-mother has,
which is an annuity of a hundred and fifty pounds. So the hundred a year will be the whole sum of my riches, for I have
no aunts. What I want you to consider is the awfulness of marrying a woman absolutely without saucepans. Not a single
towel will she be able to add to your linen-room, not a single pot to your kitchen. All Jena when it hears of it will say,
'Poor, infatuated young man,' and if I had sisters all England would refuse in future to send its sons to my step-mother.
Why, if you were making a decently suitable marriage do you suppose your _Braut_ would have to leave off writing to
you at this point, in the very middle of luminous prophecy, and hurry into the kitchen and immerse her in the
preparation of potato soup? Yet that is exactly what your _Braut,_ who has caught sight of the clock, is about to do. So
good-by.
You’re poor, but infinitely honest,
R.-M.
See how wise and practical I am today. I believe my letter last night was rather aflame. Now comes morning with its pails
of cold water, and drenches me back into discretion. Thank God, say I, for mornings.

III
Jena, Nov. 8th.
Dear Roger,--I can't leave you alone, you see. I must write. But though I must write you need not read. Last night I was
seized with misgivings --awful things for a hitherto placid Fräulein to be seized with--and I wrestled with them all night,
and they won. So now, in the calm frostiness of the early morning atmosphere, I wish to inquire very seriously, very
soberly, whether you have not made a mistake. In one sense, of course, you have. It is absurd, from a worldly point of
view, for you to marry me. But I mean more than that: I mean, have you not mistaken your own feelings, been hurled
into the engagement by impulsiveness, by, if you choose, some spell I may unconsciously have put upon you? If you
have even quite a faint misgiving about what you really feel for me, tell me--oh tell me straight and plainly, and we will
both rub out that one weak hour with a sponge well soaked in common sense. It would not hurt so much, I think, now as
it might later on. Up to last night, since you left, I've been walking on air. It is a most pleasant form of exercise, as
perhaps you know. You not only walk on air, but you walk in what seems to be an arrested sunset, a bath of liquid gold,
breathing it, touching it, wrapped in it. It really is most pleasant. Well, I did that till last night; then came my stepmother, and catching at my flying feet pulled them down till they got to the painted deal floors of Rauchgasse 5, Jena,
and once having got there, stuck there. Observe, I speak in images. My step-mother, so respectable, so solidly Christian,

would not dream of catching hold of anybody's feet and spoiling their little bit of happiness. Quite unconsciously she
blew on that glow of sunset, in which I was flying, and it went out with the promptness and completeness of a tallow
candle, and down came Rose-Marie with a thud. Yes, I did come down with a thud. You will never be able to pretend,
however much you try, that I'm one of your fairy little women that can be lifted about, and dandled, and sugared with
dainty diminutives, will you? Facts are things that are best faced. I stand five feet ten without my heels, and when I fall I
do it with a thud. Said my step-mother, then, after supper, when Johanna had cleared the last plate away, and we were
sitting alone--my father is not back yet from Weimar--she on one side of the table, I on the other, the lamp in the
middle, your chair gaping empty, she, poor herself, knitting wool into warmth for the yet poorer at Christmas, I mending
the towels you helped to wear out, while my spirit soared and made a joyful noise somewhere far away, up among
angels and arch-angels and other happy beings,--said my step-mother, 'Why do you look so pleased?'
Slightly startled, I explained that I looked pleased because I was pleased.
'But nothing has happened,' said my step-mother, examining me over her spectacles. 'You have been nowhere today,
and not seen any one, and the dinner was not at all good.'
'For all that I'm pleased. I don't need to go somewhere or see someone to be pleased. I can be it quite by myself.'
'Yes, you are blessed with a contented nature, that is true,' said my step-mother with a sigh, knitting faster. You
remember her sighs, don't you? They are always to me very unaccountable. They come in such odd places. Why should
she sigh because I have a contented nature? Ought she not rather to rejoice? But the extremely religious people I have
known have all sighed an immense deal. Well, I won't probe into that now, though I rather long to.
'I suppose it's because it has been a fine day,' I said, foolishly going on explaining to a person already satisfied.
My step-mother looked up sharply. 'But it has not been fine at all, Rose-Marie,' she said. 'The sun has not appeared once
all day.'
'What?' said I, for a moment genuinely surprised. I couldn't help being happy, and I don't believe really happy people
are ever in the least aware that the sun is not shining. 'Oh well,' I hurried on, 'perhaps not an Italian blue sky, but still
mild, and very sweet, and November always smells of violets, and that's another thing to be pleased about.'
'Violets?' echoed my step-mother, who dislikes all talk about things one can neither eat nor warm oneself with nor read
about in the Bible. 'Do you not miss Mr. Anstruther,' she asked, getting off such flabbinesses as quickly as she could,
'with whom you were so constantly talking?'
Of course I jumped. But I said 'yes,' quite naturally, I think.
It was then that she pulled me down by the feet to earth.
'He has a great future before him,' she said. 'A young man so clever, so good-looking, and so well-connected may rise to
anything. Martens tell me he has the most brilliant prospects. He will be a great ornament to the English diplomatic
service. Martens say his father's hopes are all centred on this only son. And as he has very little money and much will be
required, Roger,'--she said it indeed--'is to marry as soon as possible, someone who will help him in every way, someone
as wealthy as she is well-born.'
I murmured something suitable; I think a commendation of the plan as prudent.
'No one could help liking Roger,' she went on--Roger, do you like being Rogered?--' and my only fear is, and Martens
fears it too, that he will entangle himself with some undesirable girl. Then he is ruined. There would be no hope for
him.'
'But why-' I began; then suffocated a moment behind a towel. 'But why,' I said again, gasping, 'should he?'
'Well, let us hope he will not. I fear, though, he is soft. Still, he has steered safely through a year often dangerous to
young men. It is true his father could not have sent him to a safer place than my house. You so sensible-' oh Roger!
'Besides being arrived at an age when serious and practical thoughts replace the foolish sentimentalness of earlier
years,'--oh Roger, I'm twenty-five, and not a single one of my foolish sentimentalnesses has been replaced by anything
at all. Do you think there is hope for me? Do you think it is very bad to feel exactly the same, just exactly as calf-like now
as I did at fifteen?--'so that under my roof’ went on my step-mother, 'he has been perfectly safe. It would have been
truly deplorable if his year in Germany had saddled him with a German wife from a circle beneath his own, a girl who
had caught his passing fancy by youth and prettiness, and who would have spent the rest of her life dragging him down,
an ever-present punishment with a faded face.'
She is eloquent, isn't she? Eloquent with the directness that instinctively finds out one's weak spots and aims straight at
them. 'Luckily,' she concluded, 'there are no pretty faces in Jena just now.'

Then I held a towel up before my own, before my ignominious face, excluded by a most excellent critic from the
category pretty, and felt as though I would hide it forever in stacks of mending, in tubs of soup, in everything domestic
and drudging and appropriate. But some of the words you rained down on me on Tuesday night between all those
kisses came throbbing through my head, throbbing with great throbs through my whole body--Roger, did I hear wrong,
or were they not 'Lovely--lovely--lovely'? And always kisses between and always again that 'Lovely--lovely--lovely'?
Where am I getting to? Perhaps I had better stop.
R.-M.

IV
Jena, Nov. 12th.
Dearest of Living Creatures, the joy your dear, dear letters gave me! You should have seen me seize the postman. His
very fingers seemed rosy-tipped as he gave me the precious things. Two of them--two love-letters all at once. I could
hardly bear to open them, and put an end to the wonderful moment. The first one, from Frankfurt, was so sweet--oh, so
unutterably sweet--that I did sit gloating over the unbroken envelope of the other for at least five minutes, luxuriating,
purring. I found out exactly where your hand must have been, by the simple process of getting a pen and pretending to
write the address where you had written it, and then spent another five minutes most profitably kissing the place.
Perhaps I ought not to tell you this, but there shall be no so-called maidenly simpering’s between you and me, no
pretences, no affectations. If it was silly to kiss that blessed envelope, and silly to tell you that I did, why then I was silly,
and there's an end of it.
Do you know that my mother's maiden name was Watson? Well, it was. I feel bound to tell you this, for it seems to add
to my intelligibleness, and my duty plainly is to take you all round that and expatiate on it from every point of view.
What has the grandson of Lord Grasmere—you never told me of Lord G. before, by the way--to do with the
granddaughter of Watson? I don't even rightly know what Watson was. He was always for me an obscure and rather
awful figure, shrouded in mystery. Of course Papa could tell me about him, but as he never has, and my mother rarely
mentioned him, I fancy he was not anything I should be proud of. Do not, then, require of me that I shall tear the veil
from Watson.
And of course your mother was handsome. How dare you doubt it? Look in the glass and be grateful to her. You know,
though you may only have come within the spell of what you so sweetly call my darling brown eyes during the last few
weeks, I fell a victim to your darling blue ones in the first five minutes. And how great was my joy when I discovered that
your soul so exactly matched your outside. Your mother had blue eyes, too, and was very tall, and had an
extraordinarily thoughtful face. Look, I tell you, in the glass, and you'll see she had; for I refuse to believe that your
father, a man who talks port wine and tomatoes the whole of the first meal he has with his only son after a year's
separation, is the parent you are like. Heavens, how I shake when I think of what will happen when you tell him about
me. 'Sir,' he'll say, in a voice of thunder--or don't angry English parents call their sons 'sir' anymore? Anyhow, they still
do in books--'Sir, you are far too young to marry. Young men of twenty-five do not do such things. The lady, I conclude,
will provide the income?
Roger, rushing to the point: She hasn't a pfenning.
Incensed Parent: Pfenning, sir? What, am I to understand she's a German?
Roger dreadfully frightened: Please.
I.P., forcing himself to be calm: Who is this young person?
Roger: Fräulein Schmidt, of Jena.
I.P., now of a horrible calmness: And who, pray, is Fräulein Schmidt, of
Jena?
Roger, pale but brave: The daughter of old Schmidt, in whose house I boarded. Her mother was English. She was a
Watson.
I.P.: Sir, oblige me by going to the-Roger goes.
Seriously, I think something of the sort will happen. I don't see how it can help giving your father a dreadful shock; and
suppose he gets ill, and his blood is on my head? I can't see how it is to be avoided. There is nothing to recommend me
to him. He'll know I'm poor. He'll doubt if I'm respectable. He won't even think me pretty. You might tell him that I can
cook, darn, manage as well as the thriftiest of _Hausfraus_, and I believe it would leave him cold. You might dwell on my
riper age as an advantage, say I have lived down the first fevers of youth--I never had them--say, if he objects to it, that

Eve was as old as Adam when they started life in their happy garden, and yet they got on very well, say that I'm beautiful
as an angel, or so plain that I am of necessity sensible, and he'll only answer 'Fool.‘ Do you see anything to be done? I
don't; but I'm too happy to bother.

Later
I had to go and help get supper ready. Johanna had let the fire out, and it took rather ages. Why do you say you feel like
screaming when you think of me wrestling with Johanna? I tell you I'm so happy that nothing any Johanna can do or
leave undone in the least affects me. I go about the house on tiptoe; I am superstitious, and have an idea that all sorts
of little envious Furies are lying about in dusty corners asleep, put to sleep by you, and that if I don't move very
delicately I shall wake them-O Freude, habe Acht,
Sprich leise, dass nicht der Schmerz erwacht....
That's not Goethe. By the way, _poor_ Goethe. What an unforeseen result of a year in the City of the Muses, half an
hour's journey from the Ilm Athens itself, that you should pronounce his poetry coarse, obvious, and commonplace.
What would Papa say if he knew? Probably that young Anstruther is not the intelligent young man he took him for. But
then Papa is soaked in Goethe, and the longer he soaks the more he adores him. In this faith, in this Goethe-worship, I
have been brought up, and cannot, I'm afraid, get rid of it all at once. It is even possible that I never shall, in spite of
London and you. Will you love me less if I don't? Always I have thought Goethe uninspired. The Muse never seized and
shook him till divineness’s dropped off his pen without his knowing how or whence; divineness’s like those you find
sometimes in the pages of lesser men, lesser all-round men, stamped with the unmistakable stamp of heavenly birth.
Goethe knew very well, very exactly, where each of his sentences had come from. But I don't see that his poetry is any
of the three things you say. I'm _afraid_ it is not the last two, for the world would grow very interesting if thinking and
writing as he did were so obvious that we all did it. As to its being coarse, I'm incurably incapable of seeing coarseness in
things. To me
All is clean forever and ever.
Everything is natural and everything is clean, except for the person who is afraid it isn't. Perhaps, dear Roger, you won't,
as Papa says, quite apprehend my meaning; if you cannot, please console yourself with the reflection that probably I
haven't got one.
What you say about the money you'll have dazzles me. Why, it's a fortune. We shall be richer than our _Bürgermeister_.
You never told me you were so rich. Five hundred pounds a year is ten thousand marks; nearly double what we have
always lived on, and we've really been quite comfortable, now haven't we? But think of our glory when my hundred
pounds is added, and we have an income of twelve thousand marks. The _Bürgermeister_ will be utterly eclipsed. And
I'm such a good manager. You'll see how we'll live. You'll grow quite fat. I shall give you lovely food; and Papa says that
lovely food is the one thing that ever really makes a man gives him the trouble to rise up and call his wife blessed.
It is so late. Goodnight.
R.-M.
Don't take my Goethe-love from me. I know simply masses of him, and can't let him go. My mind is decked out with him
as a garden is decked with flowers. Now isn't that pretty? Or is it only silly? Anyhow it's dreadfully late. Goodnight.

V
Jena, Nov. 13th.
No letter from you today. I am afraid you are being worried, and because of me. Here am I, quiet and cheerful, nobody
bothering me, and your dear image in my heart to warm every minute of life; there are you, being forced to think things
out, to make plans for the future, decide on courses of action, besides having to pass exams, and circumvent a parent
whom I gather you regard as refractory. How lucky I am in my dear father. If I could have chosen, I would have chosen
him. Never has he been any trouble. Never does he bore me. Never am I forced to criticisms. He knows that I have no
brains, and has forgiven me. I know he hasn't much common-sense, and have forgiven him. We spend our time spoiling
and petting and loving each other--do you remember how you sometimes laughed?
But I wish you were not worried. It is all because I'm so ineligible. If I could come to you with a pot of money in each
hand, turned by an appreciative ruler into Baroness von Schmidt, with a Papa in my train weighed down by Orders, and
the road behind me black with carts containing clothes, your father would be merciful unto us and bless us. As things
are, you are already being punished, you have already begun to pay the penalty for that one little hour's happiness; and
it won't be quite paid ever, not so long as we both shall live. Do you, who think so much, ever think of the almost
indecent haste with which punishments hurry in the wake of joys? They really seem to tumble over one another in their

eagerness each to get there first. You took me to your heart, told me you loved me, asked me to be your wife. Was it so
wrong? So wrong to let oneself go to happiness for those few moments that one should immediately be punished? My
father will not let me believe anything. He says--when my step-mother is not listening; when she is he doesn't--that
belief is not faith, and you can't believe if you do not know. But he cannot stop my silently believing that the Power in
whose clutches we are is an amazing disciplinarian, a relentless grudger of joys. And what pitiful small joys they are,
after all. Pitiful little attempts of souls doomed to eternal solitude to put out feelers in the dark, to get close to each
other, to touch each other, to try to make each other warm. Now I am growing lugubrious; I who thought never to be
lugubrious again. And at ten o'clock on a fine November morning, of all times in the world.
Papa comes back from Weimar today. There has been a prolonged meeting there of local lights about the damage done
by some Goth to the Shakespeare statue in the park; and though Papa is not a light, still he did burn with indignation
over that, and has been making impassioned speeches, and suggesting punishments for the Goth when they shall have
caught him. I think I shall go over by the two o'clock train and meet him and bring him home, and look in at Goethe's
sponge on the way. You know how the little black thing lies in his bedroom there, next to a basin not much bigger than
a breakfast-cup. With this he washed and was satisfied. And whenever I feel depressed, out of countenance with myself
and life, I go and look at it and come home cheered and strengthened. I wonder if you'll be able to make out why? Bless
you my dearest.
R.-M.

VI
Jena, Nov. 14th.
That sponge had no effect yesterday. I stared and stared at it, and it only remained a sponge, far too small for the really
cleanly, instead of what it has up to now been, the starting-point for a train of thrilling, enthusiastic thoughts. I'm an
unbalanced creature. Do you divide your time too, I wonder, between knocking your head against the stars and, in some
freezing depth of blackness, listening to your heart, how it will hardly beat for fear? Of course you don't. You are much
too clever. And then you have been educated, trained, taught to keep your thoughts within bounds, and not let them
start off every minute on fresh and aimless wanderings. Yet the star-knocking is so wonderful that I believe I would
rather freeze the whole year round for one hour of it than go back again to the changeless calm, the winter-afternoon
sunshine, in which I used to sit before I knew you. All this only means that you have not written. See how variously one
can state a fact.
I have run away from the sitting-room and the round table and the lamp, because Papa and my step-mother had begun
to discuss you again, your prospects, your probable hideous fate if you were not prudent, your glorious career if you
were. I felt guilty, wounded, triumphant, vain, all at once. Papa, of course, was chiefly the listener. He agreed; or at
most he temporized. I tell you, Roger, I am amazed at the power a woman has over her husband if she is in _every_ way
inferior to him. It is not only that, as we say, _der Klügere giebt nach_, it is the daily complete victory of the coarser over
the finer, the rough over the gentle, the ignorant over the wise. My step-mother is an uneducated person, shrewd about
all the things that do not matter, unaware of the very existence of the things that do, ready to be charitable, helpful,
where the calamity is big enough, wholly unsympathetic, even antagonistic, toward all those many small calamities that
make up one's years; the sort of woman parsons praise, and who get tombstones put over them at last peppered with
frigid adjectives like virtuous and just. Did you ever chance to live with a just person? They are very chilling, and not as
rare as one might suppose. And Papa, laxest, most tolerant of men, so lax that nothing seems to him altogether bad, so
tolerant that nobody, however hard he tries, can pass, he thinks, beyond the reach of forgiveness and love, so humorous
that he has to fight continually to suppress it, for humour lands one in odd morasses of dislike and misconception here,
married her a year after my mother died, and did it wholly for my sake. Imagine it. She was to make me happy. Imagine
that too. I was not any longer to be a solitary _Backfisch_, with holes in her stockings and riotous hair. There came a
painful time when Papa began to suspect that the roughness of my hair might conceivably be a symbol of the
dishevelment of my soul. Neighbouring matrons pointed out the possibility to him. He took to peering anxiously at
unimportant parts of me such as my nails, and was startled to see them often black. He caught me once or twice redeyed in corners, when it had happened that the dear ways and pretty looks of my darling mother had come back for a
moment with extra vividness. He decided that I was both dirty and wretched, and argued, I am sure during sleepless
nights, that I would probably go on being dirty and wretched forever. And so he put on his best clothes one day, and set
out doggedly in search of a wife.
He found her quite easily, in a house in the next street. She was making doughnuts, for it was the afternoon of New
Year's Eve. She had just taken them out of the oven, and they were obviously successful. Papa loves doughnuts. His
dinner had been uneatable. The weather was cold. She took off her apron, and piled them on a dish, and carried them,
scattering fragrance as they went, into the sitting-room; and the smell of them was grateful; and they were very hot.
Papa came home engaged. 'I am not as a rule in favour of second marriages, Rose-Marie,' he began, breaking the news
to me with elaborate art.
'Oh, horrid things,' I remarked, my arm round his neck, my face against his, for even then I was as tall as he. You know
how he begins abruptly about anything that happens to cross his mind, so I was not surprised.

He rubbed his nose violently. 'I never knew anybody with such hair as yours for tickling a person,' he said, trying to push
it back behind my ears. Of course it would not go. 'Would it do that,' he added suspiciously, 'if it were properly
brushed?'
'I don't know. Well, _Papachen_?'
'Well what?'
'About second marriages.'
He had forgotten, and he started. In an instant I knew. I took my arm away quickly, but put it back again just as quickly
and pressed my face still closer: it was better we should not see each other's eyes while he told me.
'I am not, as a rule, in favor of them,' he repeated, when he had coughed and tried a second time to induce my hair to go
behind my ears, 'but there are cases where they are--imperative.'
'Which ones?'
'Why, if a man is left with little children, for instance.'
'Then he engages a good nurse.'
'Or his children run wild.'
'Then he gets a severe aunt to live with him.'
'Or they grow up.'
'Then they take care of themselves.'
'Or he is an old man left with, say, one daughter.'
'Then she would take care of him.'
'And who would take care of her, Rose-Marie?'
'He would.'
'And if he is an incapable? An old person totally unable to notice lapses from convention, from social customs? If no
one is there to tell her how to dress and how to behave? And she is growing up, and ye t remains a barbarian, and the
day is not far distant when she must go out, and he knows that when she does go out Jena will be astounded.'
'Does the barbarian live in Jena?'
'My dear, she is universal. Wherever there is a widower with an only female child, there she is.'
'But if she had been happy?'
'But she had not been happy. She used to cry.'
'Oh, of course she used to cry sometimes, when she thought more than usual of her sweet--of her sweet--But for all that
she had been happy, and so had he. Why, you know he had. Didn't she look after him, and keep house for him? Didn't
she cook for him? Not very beautifully, perhaps, but still she did cook, and there was dinner every day. Didn't she go to
market three times a week, and taste all the butter? Didn't she help to do the rooms? And in the evenings weren't they
happy together, with nobody to worry them? And then, when he missed his darling wife, didn't the barbarian always
know he was doing it, and come and sit on his knee, and kiss him, and make up for it? Didn't she? Now didn't she?'
Papa unwound himself, and walked up and down with a desperate face.
'Girls of sixteen must learn how to dress and to behave. A father cannot show them that,' he said.
'But they do dress and behave.'
'Rose-Marie, unmended stockings are not dressing. And to talk to a learned stranger well advanced in years with the
freedom of his equal in age and knowledge, as I saw one doing lately, is not behaving.'
'Oh, Papa, she wouldn't do that again, I'm certain.'

'She wouldn't have done it that once if she had had a mother.'
'But the poor wretch hadn't got a mother.'
'Exactly. A mother, therefore, must be provided.'
Here, I remember, there was a long pause. Papa walked, and I watched him in despair. Despair, too, was in his own
face. He had had time to forget the doughnuts, and how cold he had been, and how hungry. So shaken was I that I
actually suggested the engagement of a finishing governess to finish that which had never been begun, pointing out that
she, at least, having finished would go; and he said he could not afford one; and he added the amazing statement that a
wife was cheaper.
Well, I suppose she has been cheap: that is she has made one of Papa's marks go as far as two of other people's; but oh
how expensive she has been in other ways! She has ruined us in such things as freedom, and sweetness, and light. You
know the sort of talk here at meals. I wish you could have heard it before her time. She has such a strong personality
that somehow we have always followed her lead; and Papa, who used to bubble out streams of gayety when he and I sat
untidily on either side of a tureen of horrible bad soup, who talked of all things under heaven, and with undaunted
audacity of many things in it, and who somehow put a snap and a sparkle into whatever he said, sits like a schoolboy
invited to a meal at his master's, eager to agree, anxious to give satisfaction. The wax cloth on the table is clean and
shiny; the spoons are bright; a cruet with clear oil and nice-looking vinegar stands in the midst; the food, though simple,
is hot and decent; we are quite comfortable; and any of the other Jena _Hausfraus_ coming in during a meal would
certainly cry out _Wie gemüthlich_. But of what use is it to be whitewashed and trim outside, to have pleasant creepers
and tidy shutters, when inside one's soul wanders through empty rooms, mournfully shivers in damp and darkness, is
hungry and no one brings it food, is cold and no one lights a fire, is miserable and tired and there's not a chair to sit on?
Why I write all this I can't think; except that I feel as if I were talking to you. You must tell me if I bore you. When I begin
a letter to you the great difficulty is to leave off again. Oh how warm it makes one feel to know that there is one person
in the world to whom one is everything. A lover is the most precious, the most marvellous possession. No wonder
people like having them. And I used to think that so silly. Heavens, what an absurd person I have been. Why, love is the
one thing worth having. Everything else, talents, work, arts, religion, learning, the whole _tremblement, _ are so many
drugs with which the starved, the lover less, try to dull their pangs, to put themselves to sleep. Goodnight and God bless
you a thousand times.

R.-M.

VII
Jena, Nov. 15th, 11 p.m.
Dearest,--Your letter came this afternoon. How glad I was to get it. And I do think it a good idea to go down into the
country to those Americans before your exam. Who knows but they may, by giving you peace at the right moment, be
the means of making you pass extra brilliantly? That you should not pass at all is absolutely out of the question. Why
have the gods showered gifts on you if not for the proper passing of exams? For I suppose in this as in everything else
there are different ways, ways of excellence and mediocrity. I know which way yours will be. If only the presence of my
spirit by your side on Saturday could be of use. But that's the worst of spirits: they never seem to be the least good
unless they take their bodies with them. Yet mine burns so hotly when I am thinking of you--and when am I not thinking
of you? --that I feel as if you actually must feel the glow of it as it follows you about. How strange and dreadful love is.
Till you know it, you are so sure the world is very good and pleasant up in those serene, frost-bitten regions where you
stand alone, breathing the thin air of family affection, shone upon gently by the mild and misty sun of general esteem.
Then comes love, and pulls you down. For isn't it a descent? Isn't it? Somehow, though it is so great a glory, it's a
coming-down as well--down from the pride of absolute independence of body and soul, down from the high-mightiness
of indifference, to something fierce, and hot, and consuming. Oh, I daren't tell you how little of serenity I have left. At
first, just at first, I didn't feel like this. I think I was stunned. My soul seemed to stand still. Surely it was extraordinary,
that tempestuous crossing from the calm of careless friendship to the place where love dashes madly against the rocks?
Don't laugh at my images. I'm in deadly earnest to-night. I do feel that love hurts. I do feel as if I'd been thrown on to
rocks, left by myself on them to come slowly to my senses and find I am lying alone in a new and burning sun. It's an
exquisite sort of pain, but it's very nearly unbearable. You see, you are so far away. And I, I'm learning for the first time
in my life what it means, that saying about eating out one's heart.
R.-M.

VIII
Jena, Nov. 16th, 9 a.m.
Really, my dear Roger, nicest of all _Bräutigams,_ pleasantest, best, and certainly most charming, I don't think I'll write
to you again in the evenings. One of those hard clear hours that lie round breakfast-time will be the most seemly for
consecration to you. Moods are such queer things, each one so distinct and real, so seemingly eternal and I am
influenced by them to an extraordinary degree. The weather, the time of day, the light in the room--yes, actually the
light in the room, sunlight, cloud light, lamplight--the scent of certain flowers, the sound of certain voices--the instant
my senses become aware of either of these things I find myself flung into the middle of a fresh mood. And the worst
part of it is the blind enthusiasm with which I am sure that as I think and feel at that moment so will I think and feel for
ever. Nothing cures me. No taking of myself aside, no weight of private admonishment, no bringing of my spirit within
the white glare of pure reason. Oh, women are fools; and of all fools the most complete is myself. But that's not what I
want to talk about. I want to say that I had to go to a _Kaffee-Klatsch_ yesterday at four, which is why I put off
answering your letter of the 13th till the evening. My dear Roger, you must take no notice of that letter. Pray think of
me as a young person of sobriety; collected, discreet, cold to frostiness. Think of me like that, my dear, and in return I'll
undertake to write to you only in my after-breakfast mood, quite the most respectable I possess. It is nine now. Papa, in
the slippers you can't have forgotten, is in his corner by the stove, loudly disagreeing with the morning paper; he keeps
on shouting _Schafskopf._ Johanna is carrying coals about and dropping them with a great noise. My step-mother is
busy telling her how wrong it is to drop dirty coals in clean places. I am writing on a bit of the breakfast-table,
surrounded by crumbs and coffee-cups. I will not clear them away till I've finished my letter, because then I am sure
you'll get nothing either morbid or lovesick. Who, I'd like to know, could flame into love-talk or sink into the mud of
morbidness from a starting-point of anything so sprightly as crumbs and coffee-cups?
It was too sweet of you to compare me to Nausicaa in your letter yesterday. Nobody ever did that before. Various
aunts, among whom a few years ago there was a great mortality, so that they are all now aunts in heaven, told me in
divers tones that I was much too long for my width, that I was like the handle of a broom, like the steeple of the
_Stadtkirche_, like a tree walking; but none of them ever said anything about Nausicaa. I doubt if they had ever heard of
her. I'm afraid if they had they wouldn't have seen that I am like her. You know the blindness of aunts. Jena is full of
them (not mine, _Gott sei Dank_, but other people's) and they are all stone-blind. I don't mean, of course, that the Jena
streets are thick with aunts being led by dogs on strings, but that they have that tragic blindness of the spirit that misses
seeing things that are hopeful and generous and lovely; things alight with young enthusiasms, or beautiful with a
patience that has had time to grow grey. They also have that odd, unfurnished sort of mind that can never forget and
never forgive. Yesterday at the _Kaffee-Klatsch_ I met them all again, the Jena aunts I know so well and who are yet for
ever strange, forever of a ghastly freshness. It was the first this season, and now I suppose I shall waste many a good
afternoon _klatsch_ing. How I wish I had not to go. My step-mother says that if I do not show myself I shall be put down
as eccentric. 'You are not very popular,' says she, 'as it is. Do not, therefore, make matters worse. ‘Then she appeals,
should a more than usual stubbornness cloud my open countenance, to Papa. 'Ferdinand,' she says, 'shall she not, and
then, does as others of her age? 'And of course Papa says, bless him that girls must see life occasionally, and is quite
unhappy if I won't. Life? God bless him for a dear, innocent Papa. And how they talked yesterday. Papa would have
writhed. He never will talk or listen to talk about women unless they've been dead some time, so uninteresting, so
unworthy of discussion does he consider all live females except Johanna to be. And if I hadn't had my love-letter (I took
it with me tucked inside my dress, where my heart could beat against it), I don't think I would have survived that
_Klatsch._ You've no idea how proudly I set out. Hadn't I just been reading the sweetest things about myself in your
letter? Of course I was proud. And I felt so important, and so impressive, and simply gloriously good-tempered. The
pavement of Jena, I decided as I walked over it, was quite unworthy to be touched by my feet; and if the passers-by only
knew it, an extremely valuable person was in their midst. In fact, my dear Roger, I fancied myself yesterday. Didn't
Odysseus think Nausicaa was Artemis when first he met her among the washing, so god-like did she appear? Well, I felt
god-like yesterday, made god-like by your love. I actually fancied people would _see_ something wonderful had
happened to me, that I was transfigured, _verklärt._ Positively, I had a momentary feeling that my coming in, the coming
in of anything so happy, must blind the _Kaffee-Klatsch_, that anything so burning with love must scorch it. Well, it
didn't. Never did torch plunged into wetness go out with a drearier fizzle than did my little shining. Nobody noticed
anything different. Nobody seemed even to look at me. A few careless hands were stretched out, and the hostess told
me to ask the servant to bring more milk.
They were talking about sin. We don't sin much in Jena, so generally they talk about sick people, or their neighbour’s
income and what he does with it. But yesterday they talked sin. You know because we are poor and Papa has no official
position and I have come to be twenty-five without having found a husband, I am a _quantité négligeable_ in our set, a
being in whose presence everything can be said, and who is expected to sit in a draught if there is one. Too old to join
the young girls in the corner set apart for them, where they whisper and giggle and eat amazing quantities of whipped
cream, I hover uneasily on the outskirts of the group of the married, and try to ingratiate myself by keeping on handing
those cakes. It generally ends in my being sent out every few minutes by the hostess to the kitchen to fetch more food
and things. 'Rose-Marie is so useful,' she will explain to the others when I have been extra quick and cheerful; but I
don't suppose Nausicaa's female acquaintances said more. The man Ulysses might take her for a goddess, but the most
the women would do be to commend the way she did the washing. Sometimes I have great trouble not to laugh when I
see their heads, often quite venerable, gathered together in an eager bunch, and hear them expressing horror,
sympathy, pity, in every sort of appropriate tone, while their eyes, their tell-tale eyes, betrayers of the soul, look
pleased. Why they should be pleased when somebody has had an operation or doesn't pay his debts I can't make out.
But they do. And after a course of _Klatsches_ throughout the winter, you are left toward April with one firm conviction

in a world where everything else is shaky, that there's not a single person who isn't either extraordinarily ill, or, if he's
not, who does not misuse his health and strength by not paying his servants' wages.
Yesterday the _Klatsch_ was in a fearful flutter. It had got hold of a tale of sin, real or suspected. It was a tale of two
people who, after leading exemplary lives for years, had suddenly been clutched by the throat by Nature; and Nature,
we know, cares nothing at all for the claims of husbands and wives or any other lawfulness’s, and is a most unmoral and
one-idea’s person. They have, says Jena, begun to love each other in defiance of the law. Nature has been too many for
them, I suppose. All Jena is a-twitter. Nothing can be proved, but everything is being feared, said the hostess; from her
eyes I'm afraid she wanted to say hoped. Isn't it ugly?--_pfui_, as we say. And so stale, if it's true. Why can't people defy
Nature and be good? The only thing that is always fresh and beautiful is goodness. It is also the only thing that can
make you go on being happy indefinitely.
I know her well. My heart failed me when I heard her being talked about so hideously. She is the nicest woman in Jena.
She has been kind to me often. She is very clever. Perhaps if she had been duller she would have found no temptation to
do anything but jog along respectably—sometimes I think that to be without imagination is to be so very safe. He has
only come to these parts lately. He used to be in Berlin, and has been appointed to a very good position in Weimar. I
have not met him, but Papa says he is brilliant. He has a wife, and she has a husband, and they each have a lot of
children; so you see if it's true it really is very _pfui_.
Just as the _Kaffee-Klatsch_ was on the wane and crumbs were being brushed off laps, and bonnet-strings tied, in she
walked. There was a moment's dead silence. Then you should have heard the effusion of welcoming speeches. The
hostess ran up and hugged her. The others were covered with pleasant smiles. Perhaps they were grateful to her for
having provided such thrilling talk. When I had to go and kiss her hand
I never in my life felt baser. You should have seen her looking round cheerfully at all the Judases, and saying she was
sorry to be late, and asking if they hadn't missed her; and you should have heard the eager chorus of assurances.
Oh, _pfui, pfui_.
R.-M.
How much I love goodness, straightness, singleness of heart--_you._

Later.
I walked part of the way home with the calumniated one. How charming she is. Dear little lady, it would be difficult not
to love her. She talked delightfully about German and English poetry. Do you think one can talk delightfully about
German and English poetry and yet be a sinner? Tell me, do you think a woman who is very intellectual, but very _very_
intellectual, could yet be a sinner? Would not her wits save her? Would not her bright wits save her from anything as
dull as sin?

IX
Jena, Nov. 18th.
Dearest,--I don't think I like that girl at all. Your letter from Clinches has just come, and I don't think I like her at all.
What is more, I don't think I ever shall like her. And what is still more, I don't think I even want to. So your idea of her
being a good friend to me later on in London must retire to that draughty corner of space where abortive ideas are left
to eternal shivering. I'm sorry if I am offensively independent. But then I know so well that I won't be lonely if I'm with
you, and I think rooting up, which you speak of as a difficult and probably painful process, must be very nice if you are
the one to do it, and I am sure I could never by any possibility reach such depths of strangeness and doubt about what to
do next as would induce me to stretch out appealing hands to a young woman with eyes that, as you put it, tilt at the
corners. I wish you hadn't told her about us, about me. It has profaned things so, dragged them out into the streets,
cheapened them. I don't in the least want to tell my father, or anyone else. Does this sound as though I were angry?
Well, I don't think I am. On the contrary, I rather want to laugh. You dear silly! So clever and so simple, so wise and
crammed with learning, and such a dear, ineffable goose. How old am I, I wonder? Only as old as you? Really only as
old? Nonsense: I'm fifteen, twenty years your senior, my dear sir. I've lived in Jena, you in London I frequent _KaffeeKlatsches_, and you the great world. I talk much with Johanna in the kitchen, and you with heaven know what in the way
of geniuses. Yet no male Nancy Cheriton, were his eyelids never so tilted, would wring a word out of me about a thing so
near, so precious, so much soul of my soul as my lover.
How would you explain this? I've tried and can't.
You’re rebellious
ROSE-MARIE.

Darling, darling, don't ask me to like Nancy. The thing's unthinkable.

Later.
Now I know why I am wiser than you: life in kitchens and _Klatsches_ turns the soul gray very early. Didn't one of your
poets sing of somebody who had a sad lucidity of soul? I'm afraid that is what's the matter with me.

X
Jena, Nov. 19th.
Oh, what nonsense everything seems,--everything of the nature of differences, of arguments, on a clear morning up
among the hills. I am ashamed of what I wrote about Nancy; ashamed of my eagerness and heat about a thing that does
not matter. On the hills this morning, as I was walking in the sunshine, it seemed to me that I met God. And He took me
by the hand, and let me walk with Him. And He showed me how beautiful the world is, how beautiful the background He
has given us, the spacious, splendid background on which to paint our large charities and loves. And I looked across the
hilltops, golden, utterly peaceful, and amazement filled me in the presence of that great calm at the way I flutter
through my days and at the noise I make. Why should I cry out before I am hurt? Flare up into heat and clamor? The
pure light up there made it easy to see clearly, and I saw that I have been silly and ungrateful. Forgive me. You know
best about Nancy, you who have seen her; and I, just come down from that holy hour on the hills, am very willing to love
her. I will not turn my back upon a ready friend. She can have no motive but a good one. Roger, I am a blunderer, a
clumsy creature with not one of my elemental passions bound down yet into the decent listlessness of chains. But I shall
grow better, grow more worthy of you. Not a day shall pass without my having been a little wiser than the day before, a
little kinder, a little more patient. I wish you had been with me this morning. It was so still and the sky so clear that I sat
on the old last year's grass as warmly as in summer. I felt irradiated with life and love; light shining on to every tiresome
incident of life and turning it into beauty, love for the whole wonderful world, and all the people in it, and all the beasts
and flowers, and all the happy living things. Indeed blessings have been given me in full measure, pressed down and
running over. In the whole of that little town at my feet, so quiet, so bathed in lovely light, there was not, there could
not be, another being so happy as myself. Surely I am far too happy to grudge accepting a kindness? I tell you I marvel at
the energy of my protest yesterday. Perhaps it was--oh Roger, after those hours on the hills I will be honest, I will pull
off the veil from feelings that the female mind generally refuses to uncover--perhaps the real reason, the real, pitiful,
mean reason was that I felt sure somehow from your description of her that Nancy's _blouses_ must be very perfect
things, things beyond words _very_ perfect. And I was jealous of her blouses. There now. Good-by.

XI
Jena, Nov. 20th.
I am glad you did not laugh at that silly letter of mine about scorching in the sun on rocks. Indeed I gather, my dear
Roger, that you liked it. Make the most of it then, for there will be no more of the sort. A decent woman never gets on
to rocks, and if she scorches she doesn't say so. And I believe that it is held to be generally desirable that she should not,
even under really trying circumstances, part with her dignity. I rather think the principle was originally laid down by the
husband of an attractive wife, but it is a good one, and so long as I am busy clinging to my dignity obviously I shall have
no leisure for clinging to you, and then you will not be suffocated with the superabundance of my follies.
About those two sinners who are appalling us: how can I agree with you? To do so would cut away the ground from
under my own feet. The woman plays such a losing game. She gives so much, and gets so little. So long as the man
loves her I do see that he is worth the good opinion of neighbours and relations, which is one of the chilliest things in the
world; but he never seems able to go on loving her once she has begun to wither. That is very odd. She does not mind
his withering. And has she not a soul? And does not that grow always lovelier? But what, then, becomes of her? For
wither she certainly will, and years rush past at such a terrific pace that almost before she has begun to be happy it is
over. He goes back to his wife, a person who has been either patient or bitter according to the quantity of her vitality
and the quality of her personal interests, and concludes, while he watches her sewing on his buttons in the corner she
has probably been sitting in through all his vagrant years, that marriage has its uses, and that it is good to know there
will be someone bound to take care of you up to the last, and who will shed decent tears when you are buried. She goes
back--but where, and to what? They have gone long ago, her husband, her children, and her friends. And she is old, and
alone. You too, like everybody else, seem unable to remember how transient things are. Time goes, emotions wear out.
You say these people are in the hands of Fate, and can no more get out of them and do differently than a fly in a web
can walk away when it sees the hungry spider coming nearer. I don't believe in webs and spiders; at least, I don't today.
Today I believe only in my unconquerable soul-I am the master of my fate,
I am the captain of my soul.

And you say that a person in the grip of a great feeling should not care a straw for circumstance, should defy it, and
trample it under foot. Heaven knows that I too am for love and laughter, for the snatching of flying opportunities, for all
that makes the light and the glory of life; but what afterwards? The Afterwards haunts me like a weeping ghost. It is
true there is still the wide world, the warm sun, seed-time and harvest, Shakespeare, the Book of Job, singing birds,
flowers; but the soul that has transgressed the laws of man seems for ever afterwards unable to use the gifts of God. If
supreme joy could be rounded off by death, death at the exact right moment, how easy things would be. Only death has
a strange way of shunning those persons who want him most. Too long to die seems to make you as nearly immortal as
it is possible to become. Now just think what would have happened if Tristan had not been killed, had lived on quite
healthily. King Mark, than whom I know no man in literature more polite, would have handed Isolde over to him as he
declared himself ready to have done had he been aware of the unfortunately complicated state of things, and he would
have done it with every expression of decent regret at the inconvenience he had caused. Isolde would have married
Tristan. There would have been no philosophy, no divine hours in the garden, no acute, exquisite anguish of love and
sorrow. But there would presently have been the Middle Ages equivalent for a perambulator, a contented Tristan
coming to meet it, a faded Isolde who did not care for poetry, admonishing, perhaps with sharpness, a mediæval
nursemaid, and quite quickly afterwards a Tristan grown too comfortable to move, and an Isolde with wrinkles. Would
we not have lost a great deal if they had lived? It is certain that they themselves would have lost a great deal; for I don't
see that contentment beaten out thin enough to cover a long life--and beat as thin as you will it never does cover quite
across the years--is to be compared with one supreme contentment heaped in one heap on the highest, keenest point of
living we reach. Now I am apparently arguing on your side, but I'm not really, because you, you know, think of love as a
perpetual _crescendo, _ and I, though I do hear the _crescendo_ and follow it with a joyful clapping of hands up to the
very top of its splendour, can never forget the drop on the other side, the inevitable _diminuendo_ to the dead level-and then? Why, the rest is not even silence, but a querulous murmur, a querulous, confused whining, confused
complaining, not very loud, not very definite, but always there till the last chord is reached a long time afterwards --that
satisfactory common chord of death. My point is that if you want to let yourself go to great emotions you ought to have
the luck to die at an interesting moment. The alternative makes such a dreary picture; and it is the picture I always see
when I hear of love at defiance with the law. The law wins; always, inevitably. Husbands are best; always, inevitably.
Really, the most unsatisfactory husband is a person who should be clung to steadily from beginning to end, for did not
one marry him of one's own free will? How ugly then, because one had been hasty, foolish, unacquainted with one's
usually quite worthless mind, to punish him. The brilliant professor, the fascinating little lady, what are they but grossly
selfish people, cruelly punishing the husband and wife who had the misfortune to marry them? Oh, it's a mercy most of
us are homely, slow of wit, heavy of foot; for so at least we stay at home and find our peace in fearful innocence and
household laws. (Please note my familiarity with the British poets.) But isn't that a picture of frugal happiness, of the
happiness that comes from a daily simple obedience to the Stern Daughter of the Voice of God, beside which stormy,
tremendous, brief things come off very badly? I don't believe you do in your heart side with the two sinners. Bother
them. They have made me feel like a Lutheran pastor on a Sunday afternoon. But you know I love you.
R.-M.

XII
Jena, Nov. 22d.
When do you go back to Jermyn Street? Surely today, for is not the examination to-morrow? Your description of the
Cheriton _ménage_ at Clinches is like fairyland. No wonder you feel so happy there. My mother used to tell me about
life in England, but apparently the Watson family did not dwell in houses like Clinches. Anyhow I had an impression of
little houses with little staircases, and oil-cloth, and a servant in a cap with streamers, and round white balls of suet with
currants in them very often for dinner. But Clinches, beautiful and dignified in the mists and subtleties of a November
afternoon, its massed greyness melting into that other greyness, its setting of mysterious blurred wood and pale light of
water, its spaciousness, its pleasant people, its daughter with the dusky hair and odd gray eyes--is a vision of fairyland. I
cannot conceive what life is like in such places; nor I am sure could any other inhabitant of Jena. What, for instance, can
it be like to live in a thing so big that you do not hear the sounds nor smell the smells of the kitchen? Ought not to
people who live in such places to have unusually beautiful ways of looking at life? Of thinking? Of speaking? One
imagines it all very noble, very gracious, altogether worthy. That complete separation from the kitchen is what wrings
the biggest sigh of envy out of me. Is it my English blood that makes me rebel against kitchens? Or is it only my
unfortunate sensitiveness to smell? I wish I had no nose. It has always been a nuisance. It is as extravagantly delighted
by exquisite scents as it is extravagantly horrified by nasty ones. Why, a beautiful smell, if it is delicate, subtle,
intermittent, can ruin a morning for me. It fills me with a quite unworthy rapture. Things that ought to be hard in me
melt. Things that ought to be fixed are scattered heaven knows where. I go soft, ecstatic, and basely idle. I forget that
my business is to get dinner, and not to stand still and just sniff. In March I dare not pass the house Schiller used to live
in on my way to market, because the people who live there now have planted violets along the railings. It is the shortest
way, and it takes ten more minutes out of a busy morning to go round by the Post Office; but really for a grown woman
to stand lost in what is mere voluptuous pleasure, leaning against somebody else's railing while the family dinner lies
still unbought in the market-place, is conduct that I cannot justify. As for a bean field--my dear Roger, did you ever come
across a bean field in flower? It is the divinest experience the nose can give us. Two years ago an Englishman came and
spent a spring and summer in the little house in the apple orchard up on the road over the Galgenberg--the little house
with the blue shutters--and he was a great gardener. And he dug a big patch, and planted a beanfield, and it was the first
beanfield Jena had ever seen; for those beans called broad that you eat in England and are properly thankful for are only

grown in Germany for the use of pigs, and there are no pigs in Jena. Sow-beans they are called here, mindful of their
destiny. The Englishman, who possessed no visible sow, was a source of astonishment to us. The things came up, and
were undoubtedly sow-beans. A great square patch of them grew up just over the fence on which Jenaleaned and
pondered. The man himself was seen in his shirt-sleeves weeding them on rainy afternoons. Jena could only suspect a
pig concealed in the parlor, and was indulgent; and it was indulgent because no one, in its opinion, can be both English
and sane. 'God made us all,' was its invariable helpless conclusion as it went, shaking its head, home down the hill. When
in June the beanfield flowered I blessed that Englishman. No one hung over his fence more persistently than I. It was the
first time I had smelt the like. It became an obsession. I wanted to be there at every sort of time and under every sort of
weather-condition. At noon, when the sun shone straight down on it drawing up its perfume in hot breaths, I was there;
in the morning, so early that it was still in the blue shadow of the Galgenberg and every gray leaf and white petal was
drenched with dew, I was there; on wet afternoons, when the scent was crushed out of it by the beating of heavy rain,
and the road for half a mile, the slippery clay road with its puddles and amazing mud, was turned into a bath of
fragrance fit for the tenderness, most fastidious goddess to bare her darling little limbs in, I was there; and once after
lying awake in my hot room so near the roof for hours thinking of it, out there on the hillside in the freshness under the
stars, I got up and dressed, and crept with infinite caution past my step-mother's door, and stole the latchkey, and slunk,
my heart in my mouth, through the stale streets, along all the railings and dusty front garde ns, out into the open
country, up on to the hill, to where it stood in straight and motionless rows sending out waves of fragrance into that
wonderful clean air you find in all the places where men leave off and God begins. Did you ever know a woman before
who risked her reputation for a beanfield? Well, it is what I did. And I'll tell you, I am so incurably honest that I can never
for long pretend, why I write all this about it. It is that I am sick with anxiety--oh, sick, cold, shivering with it--about your
exam. I didn't want you to know. I've tried to write of beanfields instead. I didn't want you to be bothered. The
clamorings for news of the person not on the spot are always a worry, and I did not want to worry. But the letter I got
from you this morning never mentions the exam, the thing on which, as you told me, everything depends for us. You
talk about Clinches, about the people there, about the shooting, the long days in woods, the keen-wittedness of Nancy
who goes with you, who understands before you have spoken, who sympathizes so kindly about me, who fits, you say,
so strangely into the misty winter landscape in her paleness, her thinness, her spiritualness. There was one whole page-oh, I grudged it--about her loosely done dark hair, how softly dusky it is, how it makes you think of twilight, and her eyes
beneath it of the first faint shining of stars. I wonder if these things really fill your thoughts, or whether you are only
using them to drive away useless worry about Saturday. I know you are a poet, and a poet's pleasure in eyes and hair is
not a very personal thing, so I do not mind that. But to-morrow is Saturday. Shall you send me a telegram, I wonder? A
week ago I would not have wondered; I should have been so sure you would let me have one little word at once about
how you felt it had gone off--one little word for the person so far away, so helpless, so dependent on your kindness for
the very power to go on living. Oh, what stuff this is. Worse even than the beanfield. But I must be sentimental
sometimes, now mustn't I? Or I would not be a woman. But really, my darling, I am very anxious.
R.-M.

XIII
Jena, Nov. 23 d.
I have waited all day, and there has been no telegram. Well, on Monday I shall get a letter about it, and how much more
satisfactory that is. Today after all is nearly over and there is only Sunday to be got through first, and I shall be helped to
endure that by the looking forward. Isn't it a mercy that we never get cured of being expectant? It makes life so
bearable. However regularly we are disappointed and nothing whatever happens, after the first blow has fallen, after
the first catch of the breath, the first gulp of misery, we turn our eyes with all their old eagerness to a point a little
further along the road. I suppose in time the regular repetition of shocks does wear out hope, and then I imagine one's
youth collapses like a house of cards. Real old age begins then, inward as well as outward; and one's soul, that kept so
bravely young for years after one's face got its first wrinkles, suddenly shrivels up. Its light goes out. It is suddenly and
irrecoverably old, blank, dark, and indifferent.

Sunday Night.
I didn't finish my letter last night because, observing the strain I had got into, I thought it better for your comfort that I
should go to bed. So I did. And while I went there I asked myself why I should burden you with the dull weight of my
elementary reflections. You who are so clever and who think so much and so clearly, must laugh at their
elementariness. They are green and immature, the acid juice of an imperfect fruit that has always hung in the shadow.
And yet I don't think you must laugh, Roger. It would, after all, be as cruel as the laughter of a child watching a blind man
ridiculously stumbling among the difficulties of the way.
The one Sunday post brought nothing from you. The day has been very long. I cannot tell you how glad I am night has
come, and only sleep separates me now from Monday morning's letter. These Sundays now that you are gone are
intolerable. Before you came they rather amused me,--the furious raging of Saturday, with its extra cleaning and
feverish preparations till far into the night; Johanna more than usually slipshod all day, red of elbow, wispy of hair,
shuffling about in her felt slippers, her skirt girded up very high, a moist mop and an overflowing pail dribbling soapy
tracks behind her in her progress; my step-mother baking and not lightly to be approached; Papa fled from early

morning till supper-time; and then the dead calm of Sunday, day of food and sleep. Cake for breakfast--such a bad
beginning. Church in the University chapel, with my step-mother in her best hat with the black feathers and the pink
rose--it sounds frivolous, but you must have noticed the awe-inspiring effect of it coming so unexpectedly on the top of
her long respectable face and oiled-down hair. A fluffy person in that hat would have all the students offering to take
her for a walk or share their umbrella with her. My step-mother stalks along panoplied in her excellences and the
feather waves and nods gaily at the passing student as he slinks away down by-streets. Once last spring a silly bee
thought the rose must be something alive and honeyful, and went and smelt it. I think it must have been a very young
bee; anyhow nobody else up to now has misjudged my step-mother like that. She sits near the door in church, and has
never yet heard the last half of the sermon because she has to go out in time to put the goose or other Sunday
succulence safely into the oven. I wish she would let me do that, for I don't care for sermons. When you were here and
condescended to come with us at least we could criticize them comfortably on our way home; but alone with my stepmother I may do nothing but praise. It is the most tiring, tiresome of all attitudes, the one of undiscriminating
admiration. To hear you pull the person who had preached to pieces, and laugh at the things he had said that would not
bear examination, used to be like having a window thrown open in a stuffy room on a clear winter's morning. Shall you
ever forget the elaborateness of the Sunday dinner? For that, chiefly, is Saturday sacrificed, a whole day that might be
filled with lovely leisure. I do hope you never thought that I too looked upon it as a nice way of celebrating Sunday. How
amazing it is, the way women waste life. Men waste enough of it, heaven knows, but never anything like so much as
women. Papa and I both hate that Sunday dinner, both dread the upheavals of Saturday made necessary by it, and you, I
know, disliked them just as much, and so has every other young man we have had here; yet my step-mother inflicts
these things on us with an iron determination that nothing will ever alter. And why? Only because she was brought up
in the belief that it was proper, and because, if she omitted to do the proper, female Jena would be aghast. Well, I think
it's a bad thing to be what is known as brought up, don't you? Why should we poor helpless little children, all soft and
resistless, be squeezed and jammed into the rusty iron bands of parental points of view? Why should we have to have
points of view at all? Why not, for those few divine years when we are still so near God, leave us just to guess and
wonder? We are not given a chance. On our pulpy little minds our parents carve their opinions, and the mass slowly
hardens, and all those deep, narrow, up and down strokes harden with it, and the first thing the best of us have to do on
growing up is to waste precious time rubbing and beating at the things to try to get them out. Surely the child of the
most admirable, wise parent is richer with his own faulty but original point of view than he would be fitted out with the
choicest selection of maxims and conclusions that he did not have to think out for himself? I could never be a
schoolmistress. I should be afraid to teach the children. They know more than I do. They know how to be happy, how
to live from day to day in god-like indifference to what may come next. And is not how to be happy the secret we spend
our lives trying to guess? Why then should I, by forcing them to look through my stale eyes, show them as through a
dreadful magnifying glass the terrific possibilities, the cruel explosiveness of what they had been lightly tossing to each
other across the daisies and thinking were only toys?
Today at dinner, when Papa had got to the stage immediately following the first course at which, his hunger satisfied, he
begins to fidget and grow more and more unhappy, and my step-mother was conversing blandly but firmly with the
tried and ancient friend she invites to bear witness that we too have a goose on Sundays, and I had begun to droop, I
hope poetically, like a thirsty flower let us say, or a broken lily, over my plate, I thought--oh, how longingly I thought--of
the happy past meals, made happy because you were here sitting opposite me and I could watch you. How short they
seemed in those days. You didn't know I was watching you, did you? But I was. And I learned to do it so artfully, so
cautiously. When you turned your head and talked to Papa I could do it openly; when you talked to me I could look
straight in your dear eyes while I answered; but when I wasn't answering I still looked at you, by devious routes carefully
concealed, routes that grew so familiar by practice that at last I never missed a single expression, while you, I suppose,
imagined you had nothing before you but a young woman with a vacant face. What talks and laughs we will have about
that odd, foolish year we spent here together in our blindness when next we meet! We've had no time to say anything
at all yet. There are thousands of things I want to ask you about, thousands of little things we said and did that seem so
strange now in the light of our acknowledged love. My heart stands still at the thought of when next we meet. These
letters have been so intimate, and we were not intimate. I shall be deadly shy when in your presence I remember what I
have written and what you have written. We are still such strangers, bodily, personally; strangers with the overwhelming
memory of that last hour together to make us turn hot and tremble.
Now I am going to bed,--to dream of you, I suppose, considering that all day long I am thinking of you; and perhaps I
shall have a little luck, and dream that I hear you speaking. You know, Roger, I love you for all sorts of queer and
apparently inadequate reasons--I won't tell you what they are, for they are quite absurd; things that have to do with
eyebrows, and the shape of hands, so you see quite foolish things—but most of all I love you for your voice. A beautiful
speaking voice is one of the best of the gifts of the gods. It is so rare; and it is so irresistible. Papa says heaps of nice
poetic things, but then the darling pipes. The most eloquent lecturer we have here does all his eloquence, which is really
very great read afterward in print, in a voice of beer, loose, throaty, reminiscent of barrels. Not one of the preachers
who come to the University chapel has a voice that does not spoil the merit there may be in what he says. Sometimes I
think that if a man with the right voice were to get up in that pulpit and just say, 'Children, Christ died for you,'--oh, then
I think that all I have and am, body, mind, soul, would be struck into one great passion of gratefulness and love, and that
I would fall conquered on my face before the Cross on the altar, and cry and cry....

XIV
Jena, Nov. 25th. Monday Night.

The last post has been. No letter. If you had posted it in London on Saturday after the examination I ought to have had it
by now. I am tortured by the fear that something has happened to you. Such dreadful things do happen. Those great,
blundering, blind fists of Fate, laying about in mechanical cruelty, crushing the most precious lives as indifferently as we
crush an ant in an afternoon walk, how they terrify me. All day I have been seeing foolish, horrible pictures--your train to
London smashing up, your cab coming to grief--the thousand things that might so easily happen really doing it at last. I
sent my two letters to Jermyn Street, supposing you would have left Clinches, but now somehow I don't think you did
leave it, but went up from there for the exam. Do you know it is three days since I heard from you? That wouldn't matter
so much--for I am determined never to bother you to write, I am determined I will never be an exacting woman--if it
were not for the all-important examination. You said that if you passed it well and got a good place in the Foreign Office
you would feel justified in telling your father about us. That means that we would be openly engaged. Not that I care for
that, or want it except as the next step to our meeting again. It is clear that we cannot meet again till our engagement is
known. Even if you could get away and come over for a few days I would not see you. I will not be kissed behind doors.
These things are too wonderful to be handled after the manner of kitchen-maids. I am willing to be as silent as the grave
for as long as you choose, but so long as I am silent we shall not meet. I tell you I am incurably honest. I cannot bear to
lie. And even these letters, this perpetual writing when no one is likely to look, this perpetual watching for the postman
so that no one will be likely to see, does not make me love myself any better. It is true I need not have watched quite so
carefully lately, need I? Oh Roger, why don't you write? What has happened? Think of my wretched plight if you are ill.
Just left to wonder at the silence, to gnaw away at my miserable heart. Or, if someone took pity on me and sent me
word,--your servant, or the doctor, or the kind Nancy--what could I do even then but still sit here and wait? How could I,
a person of whom nobody has heard, go to you? It seems to me that the whole world has a right to be with you, to know
about you, except myself. I cannot wait for the next post. The waiting for these posts makes me feel physically sick. If
the man is a little late, what torments I suffer lest he should not be coming at all. Then I hear him trudging up the stairs.
I fly to the door, absolutely vainly trying to choke down hope. 'There will be no letter, no letter, no letter,' I keep on
crying to my thumping heart so that the disappointment shall not be quite so bitter; and it takes no notice, but thumps
back wildly, 'Oh, there will, there will.' And what the man gives me is a circular for Papa.
It is quite absurd, madly absurd, the anguish I feel when that happens. My one wish, my only wish, as I creep back again
down the passage to my work, is that I could go to sleep, and sleep and sleep and forget that I have ever hoped for
anything; sleep for years, and wake up quiet and old, with all these passionate, tearing feelings gone from me forever.

XV
Jena, Nov. 28th.
Last night I got your letter written on Sunday at Clinches, a place from which letters do not seem to depart easily. My
knowledge of England's geography is limited, so how could I guess that it was so easy to go up to London from there for
the exam, and back again the same day? As you had no time, you say, to go to Jermyn Street, I suppose the two letters
I sent there will be forwarded to you. If they are not it does not matter. They were only a string of little trivial things
that would look really quite too little and trivial to be worth reading in the magnificence of clinches. I am glad you are
well; glad you are happy; glad you feel you did not do badly on Saturday. It is a good thing to be well and happy and
satisfied, and a pleasant thing to have found a friend who takes so much interest in you, and to whom you can tell your
most sacred thoughts: doubly pleasant, of course, when the friend chances to be a woman, and she is pretty, and young,
and rich, and everything else that is suitable and desirable. The world is an amusing place. My step-mother talked of
you this morning at breakfast. She was, it seems, in a prophetic mood. She shook her head after the manner of the
gloomier of the prophets, and hoped you would steer clear of entanglements.
'And why should he not, _meine Liebste_?' inquired Papa.
'Not for nothing has he got that mouth, Ferdinand,' answered her.
ROSE-MARIE SCHMIDT.

XVI
Jena, Nov. 29th.
My darling, forgive me. If I could only get it back! I who hate unreasonableness, who hate bitterness, who hate exacting
women, petty women, jealous women, to write a thing so angry. How horrible this letter-writing is. If I had said all that
to you in a sudden flare of wrath I would have been sorry so immediately, and at once have made everything fair and
sweet again with a kiss. And I never would have got beyond the first words, never have reached my step-mother's silly
and remarks; never have dreamed of repeating the unkind, unjust things. Now, Roger, listen to me: my faith in you is
perfect, my love for you is perfect, but I am so undisciplined, so new to love, that you must be patient, you must be
ready to forgive easily for a little while, till I have had time to grow wise. Just think when you feel irritated, of the
circumstances of my life. Everything has come so easily, so naturally to you. But I have been always poor, always second-
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